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The suggestions by R. B. Mongomery (1969) concerning the need for new
words in marine research raise in my mind the question of whether in fact it
is new words or new terms that are necessary. By coining new words, are we
not in danger of surrounding our discipline with a jargon that, while it may
facilitate slightly communication among insiders, restricts to a greater extent
communication with those in other fields? It seems to me to be preferable, even
though they involve more than one word, to use terms that are intelligible on
their face rather than to coin new words relating to each specialized aspect of
our discipline. Through their proliferation of neologisms, ecologists and limnologists have already, to a certain degree, cut themselves off from ready communication with members of other groups.
Thus, it seems to me that "air-sea interface" is an adequate term for what
Montgomery would redesignate "naviface," and it certainly is more readily
understood by, say, a lawyer or an economist. Nevertheless, all seafaring men
will agree that, if a single word is in fact deemed necessary for this term,
Montgomery's "naviface" is a singularly happy choice.
"Oxyty" is perhaps sufficiently self-evident to be readily acceptable and
should join the existing family of chlorinity, salinity, and alkalinity. But it
needs to be pointed out that each of these other terms involves reference to
specific units-grams per kilogram or milliequivalents per liter-and that
Montgomery has omitted units in his definition. Can we agree that "oxyty"
means "concentration of oxygen in cubic centimeters (STP) per liter (20°C)
of sea water" ?
Montgomery has also suggested the need for nouns to describe the oceanlithosphere and atmosphere-lithosphere interfaces. "The surface of the bottom"
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is indeed an infelicitous term, but I feel a new word is needed only to describe
the interface between the lithosphere and the fluid envelope of the earth. For
this I propose epichthon (Greek epi on and chthon earth, stressed on the penult),
whose meaning should be evident at first glance to anyone acquainted with
the meaning and derivation of "epidermis" and "autochthonous." For the finer
distinctions proposed by Montgomery, the terms "subaerial epichthon" and
"subaqueous epichthon" are both adequate and self-evident in meaning. The
corresponding adjectival phrases are "subaqueously epichthonous" and "subaerially epichthonous."
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